Each observer exhibited decreased detection performance in the AM condition compared to the Flicker condition. In addition, the AM masking was orientation tuned for each observer. Figs. S1-S5 show the individual data sets for each observer. The best-fitting psychometric functions are denoted by dashed lines, while the best-fitting population code models are depicted by full lines.
where p norm is the normalized performance and λ the compression level for a specific observer and condition. λ avg is the value of λ averaged across observers and conditions. After normalization, data were pooled to obtain a single data set representing the average performance of all observers.
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Proportion correct ig S5. Model fits to data of observer CV. Plots are shown for each orientation difference between the target and inducer gratings (no data was collected for this observer for orientation differences of 30
• and 90 • ). Red and blue symbols denote the AM and Flicker conditions respectively. Dashed lines depict the best-fitting logistic psychometric functions, while full lines represent the best-fitting population code model.
